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Q How did you get into
science communication?

‘I think it was a lucky
accident. I attended a 
five-day residential
course on personal
development midway
through my PhD.
Afterwards I realized that
if I was ever going to come
across well during
interviews then I had to
practice speaking in
public. Not long after I
returned to the lab I saw
an advert from NERC
asking for PhD student
volunteers to give a talk 
at something called the
‘Stand up science show’.
The show was part of the BA Festival of Science,
which is the biggest UK science event for the general
public. I’m not going to lie and say that I wasn’t terrified
of getting up in front of a packed theatre of 450
people, but once I’d given my talk I felt fantastic.
Actually I think I got off lightly – one of the other
students had to strip down to his boxer shorts! But it
got me thinking that perhaps there were career
options available to me other than research. I made it
my priority during the remainder of my PhD to improve
my communication skills and get more experience in
this area.’

Q How did you find the transition from lab based to
administrative work?

‘Although I enjoyed research, I had the feeling that I
was never going to be a brilliant scientist. Perhaps a
small part of me regretted that I would not be running
experiments ever again, but I was happy being able to
do a job that played to my strengths, and that I found
really enjoyable. One of my responsibilities was to
write articles for Microbiology Today, in fact I was the
previous Gradline Editor, so the tables have really 
been turned now!’

Q What prompted your move to IAH?

‘My time at SGM gave me a taste of what it was 
like to work with ‘the media’. We had some good news
coverage too, of which I was very proud. But when I
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saw the advert for 
the job at IAH I knew 
that I couldn’t let the
opportunity pass me by.
The media profile of the
Institute has been very
high over the last couple
of years, perhaps most
notably because of the
UK foot-and-mouth
disease outbreak in 2001,
and our research on BSE 
and scrapie. Infectious
diseases of farm animals
are a continuing global
problem, and as such
research from IAH will
always be of interest to
the public, governments,
and to the veterinary
pharmaceutical industry.

This was my chance to work more closely with
scientists at the cutting edge of research, and also
with journalists. But of course dealing with the press 
is not my only role. As communications officer I am
responsible for organizing exhibitions at public events
such as the Royal Show, as well as the annual
competition for schools. I was also given the mammoth
task of re-designing the Institute’s website, which 
I am happy to say is now on-line.’

Q What qualities make a successful science PR
professional?

‘Being able to write (and speak) in plain English 
is a must. I would say the vast majority of scientific
papers are inaccessible to the general public, and 
even to scientists from other disciplines. So the 
ability to ‘translate’ papers into a more accessible 
form is essential. Dealing with the press on a regular
basis means that it is vital that you can work to short
deadlines. Journalists usually need information 
before the end of the day, and you never know when
they are going to call! You definitely have to be a
‘people person’. I think it is important that, as well as
being out-going, you listen to what people have 
to say. Above all I would say that you have to be
dedicated. Science communication is a growing
industry, and there are a number of MSc courses
available now, so competition for jobs in this area 
is growing.’
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Q What prompted you to
leave research?

‘I’ve always been
something of a
communicator – and 
I started to enjoy
facilitating public
engagement with science
sometimes a little more
than doing the science
itself! Throughout my
undergraduate studies I
had the opportunity to
take part in university
open days and also
managed to do some
work with the Wellcome
Trust and MRC on
genetics communication.
As the events diversified,
my experience grew, and
the evaluation forms and
feedback were positive. I
knew communication 
was for me. During the
remainder of my research
career, I investigated ways
of communicating
science and getting paid
for it. When a job offer
came from the At-Bristol
science centre (I’d
badgered them incessantly) while I was writing up my
PhD, I decided to leave research.’

Q Did you have prior experience in science
communication before applying for first job outside 
the lab?

‘Yes. Lots. Though I liked communication, I was not
quite sure what my chosen career path would be after
my BSc, so I found a fantastic PhD project and
continued to consider my options during my research. 
I built upon my activities at open days and events
during National Science Week, and gradually secured
more and more senior and demanding roles. Science
festivals and Science Week were among the most
effective ways to get experience at the time, as there
weren’t many science centres around. Participation in
lots of small projects worked for me, and is still one of
the best ways into the field.’

Q How did you find the transition from lab research to
work in a science centre?

‘Very different. I joined a science centre in the early
stages of creation where deadlines were tight and

rapid results were
needed. I didn’t really 
get on there until I had
submitted my PhD (never
get a job while writing up
– never). Once I could
properly focus I moved
rapidly from researcher, 
to exhibition developer,
and eventually gained
responsibility for the
implementation of the 
Get Connected digital
communications gallery.
At opening it wasn’t clear
that there would be an 
on-going role in Bristol,
but fortunately Glasgow
chose to value my skills.’

Q What aspect of your
work gives you the most
job satisfaction?

‘Simple – it’s all in 
visitors’ faces – when I
help someone to find
something on the 
internet, or when I do a
demonstration or a 
talk, it’s their look of
understanding, seeing
them smile, and the 

thank yous when we do something right. It’s not always
like that, but there are certain highs unattainable
elsewhere when participating in a project that
attempts to make science accessible to all – and
succeeds most of the time.’

Q What qualities make a successful science
communicator?

‘Interpersonal skills, enthusiasm, sensitivity (to a
visitor’s needs), vitality and passion for the subject,
flexibility (the job can involve unsocial hours), self-
motivation and team working.’

Q Do you have any advice for people thinking of a
career in science communication 

‘This can be a very difficult field to get into and it is
sometimes necessary to take low paid or voluntary
jobs just to get experience. The pay in science centres
is relatively low (even with a higher degree and 5 years
experience) and job security is rare. However, everyone
in this field is committed, not in it for the money, and
generally has a high level of job satisfaction (for as
long as the post lasts) – it’s a lifestyle choice.’

Further
information
about science
communication
careers
� ABSW (Association of
British Science Writers)
website (www.absw.org)
features a list of science
communication courses
and a downloadable
booklet So You Want to
be a Science Writer.

� STEMPRA (The
Science, Technology,
Engineering & Medicine
Public Relations
Association) website
(www.stempra.org.uk)
features an on-line
handbook Practical
Advice for Science
Communicators and a
handy links page.

� The BA (British
Association for the
Advancement of
Science) funds Media
Fellowships for scientists
with a minium of 2 years
postgraduate experience.
Information about this
and other science
communication activities
from www.the-ba.net.

� Psci-com (psci-
com.org.uk), sponsored
by the Wellcome Trust, 
is a gateway to internet
sites relevant to the 
public engagement with
science. Psci-com also
hosts a discussion list
where many science
communication posts 
are advertised.

� GEM (Group for
Education in Museums)
has a website
(www.gem.org.uk) and
discussion list, featuring
job adverts.
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